College of Social Sciences and Public Policy

COSSPP (FSU ITS) Network Policy

Any system connected to the FSU networking system is subject to FSU policy and rules regarding security best management practices. This includes personally owned desktops and laptops which are not exempt from the FSU or COSSPP network policies. The college and university reserve the right to manage and or deny access to Ethernet or wireless networks at the discretion of IT staff. Security patching, and appropriate antivirus protections, and OS version updates are required for all machines on the FSU network. Any persons using a personal machine that is connected to FSU networking infrastructure are subject to these policies.

These policies are primarily designed to protect confidential and sensitive information that can be accessed or compromised either directly or indirectly via vulnerable/comprised machines connected to the FSU network. For further clarifications please refer to the link provided below.

https://its.fsu.edu/ispo/policy

You can submit support tickets at: https://coss.fsu.edu/support/